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Chapter 1791 

It was truly a parade of champions. 

Each force was bigger than the last and each force was more ancient than its predecessor. 

Most people had never even heard of them before. 

Most importantly, all of the forces were absolutely terrifying, especially because half of Erudia’s Gem 

List warriors had arrived. 

The CalaMaster himself was already so scary, and yet there were people here who ranked above him. 

How powerful could they possibly be? 

After another half an hour, everyone finally arrived. 

The disciple selection ceremony was about to begin. 

Forlevia was the only one who was being offered as a disciple, which was clearly part of the Raysonian 

samurais’ plan. 

They hadn’t shown what exactly that plan was, but it was obvious they had one. 

After all, Forlevia was extremely skilled. 

She was known as a genius, truly one in a million of her kind. 

Even the warriors on the Gem List wanted her as their disciple so she could truly lay down the stepping 

stones for their future. 

That’s the sole reason why so many Gem List fighters attended once they saw Forlevia’s name on the 

invitation. 

as my disciple. What are your terms?” Eloy, the Master of Thunder 

his voice was 

like their 

exchange for her. The same goes for everyone here! Think of it like an auction. Whoever gives 

something of the most value will get the child! We also guarantee that after taking her in as your 

disciple, you would be 

to the organizer’s explanation, everyone 

them also 

less skilled were afraid that they would get ambushed even if they had gotten their hands on Forlevia as 

though, they felt like they 

safe departure was guaranteed for those 



knew anything about Raysonia at first. After all, 

everything about 

was the strongest 

could be assured that they would be safe even if Forlevia was 

made the whole event 

thinking about what the best thing 

so they were not 

who had the 

disciple selection event was going on, Levi and the others were still searching for 

the others were frantically searching for any 

were all so nervous, their hearts were practically in 

of people had visited Levi while Forlevia was 

for example, kept asking him to stop with the shenanigans and bring 

had looked for him too and asked what was 

those questions only served to 
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Chapter 1792 

“It’s in the Eastford islands! Right about here,” the West Sky Lord said as she marked it on a map. 

“Let’s go immediately. Get me the fastest mode of transportation available!” Levi wanted nothing more 

than to teleport straight to the island. 

Sadly, he wasn’t at that level of power yet. 

Soon enough, the West Sky Lord arranged for a supersonic jet to send Levi to that Eastford island. 

The moment Levi moved, the Four Powermen immediately were on high alert. 

“Quick, find where Levi’s gone! We have to follow him! Also, inform The Cardinal Hall and Eragon 

warriors to follow us!” 

The Cardinal Hall’s men instantly chased after Levi. 

After all, Levi’s destination wasn’t exactly a secret. 

The measures they had taken to get that information weren’t exactly discreet. 

Wherever Levi went, they followed. 



Levi had one goal in mind: reach the island and save Forlevia. 

The discipleship ceremony had finally begun. 

All of the forces were bringing out their most valuable items. 

“I’ll trade a top-class war technique: the Plutonian War Technique!” 

Hiss! 

shock at the sound of 

it was hard to believe that they were willing 

to get out of 

I’m willing to give up the Gun 

Hiss! 

crowd was once again taken aback by the sight of 

Zeus was crafted from an iron meteorite and was rumored 

a lot 

treasure that is worth 

out their treasures in 

single piece of treasure was worth more than anyone could ever imagine, 

everything, Raysonia 

not the 

warriors hadn’t even 

their trump cards and the discipleship ceremony was beginning 

and more valuable and would have been snatched up at the very 

continued 

found anything worth 

“Let me go next!” 

the Lord of Fairlake, 

more than comparable to my own Sword of 

and everyone shuddered from the sudden chill wracking 

started paying attention at the sight of this 

were 



willing to exchange that can turn any regular human being into 

what truly took the 
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After looking around at the crowd, the disciple said, “The Thunderous Seal contains a strike of heavenly 

lightning that could start a chain reaction. Even Rank Seven fighters can’t properly control it.” 

The moment he said that, everyone started clamoring about the seal. 

That Thunderous Seal was much stronger than Zarain’s God of Thunder. 

His lightning had been man-made and was purely artificial. 

However, the Thunderous Seal contained Heavenly Thunder, which was on a totally different level. 

The crowd felt their hearts skip a beat at the sight of the Thunderous Seal. 

The disciple’s words basically meant that the Thunderous Seal was capable of killing most present there. 

If it was in the hands of someone capable enough, such as Einar, they could risk getting killed. 

Even if it was only in the hands of a Rank Seven fighter, they could easily challenge a Gem List warrior. 

They could even challenge Einar himself. 

Who wouldn’t want such a gift? 

The crowd started staring at the Thunderous Seal with hungry eyes. 

How powerful would I be if that were mine? 

The eyes of the Raysonia samurai started glowing at the sight of the Thunderous Seal. 

was what they had been 

event after Einar took out the Thunderous 

handed off to Einar without 

Raysonian samurai went forward to receive the 

backstage along with all of the other weapons and 

another facet of the event that caused everyone to 

offered the most valuable gifts, it seemed 

fact that the Raysonian samurai 

group of warriors wouldn’t do such a 

they were 



been to 

group had 

the Thunderous 

“Leave now!” 

the 

leave only after sending this kid 

“Wait!” 

some fresh blood onto 

was finally dragged to the 

down at 

wasn’t thinking too far 

a minute. We’ll announce the results shortly and also return everyone’s 

getting a surefire answer, 

the slightest clue that their 
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They went to all this trouble to kidnap Forlevia and congregate all the important organizations of Erudia 

and its surrounding areas for one reason only: to use Levi’s hand to destroy Erudia and the other 

countries’ martial arts communities. 

Their detailed plan had to be commended. 

After all, they did successfully fool everyone there. 

For example, Einar, who was sitting and waiting for his disciple patiently on his seat. 

The news that the West Sky Lord had ‘found’ had also been craftily leaked by them. 

They wanted Levi and the likes of Einar to finally meet so a war would break out. 

Then, they could truly guarantee everyone’s downfall! 

If Levi died in battle, the Raysonian samurais would get rid of anyone who was still there. 

Of course, it would be best if Levi didn’t die. 

They could scripture Levi into a demon of their very own design. 

After getting Levi to battle against the other fighters from Erudia, they would truly make an impact on 

Erudia’s martial arts community! 



A few minutes passed. 

The Raysonian had already scurried off. 

Only Einar’s men, the other fighters, and Forlevia, who was drenched in blood, were left. 

Levi had just received new information from the West Sky Lord. 

was a series 

in them, covered in blood with 

his veins turn into a fire at the sight of his daughter being treated that 

were about to burst and his eyes were glowing with 

intent and everyone felt it. Numbness shot up into their bodies from 

started glinting red, as if he were actually turning into a 

the helicopter 

afraid that if Levi exploded, they’d all suffer 

were right to feel scared, as Levi was genuinely more furious than 

a father was something 

island, ten more 

the 

then did Einar start to sense that 

seems like they’ve 

at the sound of Einar’s 

everyone came to 

all run away, and they had taken everyone’s precious treasures 

didn’t even leave a single 

completely disappeared without a 

search! They’ve already left and they’re 

Thunderous 

the Raysonians were already extremely 

Einar remained deadly 

He wasn’t losing anything. 

longer had the Thunderous Seal, he had 



her with us. We’re leaving,” 

Chapter 1795 

A voice struck down upon them. 

It shook their eardrums and caused their ears to ring. 

The weaker individuals among the crowd even started coughing up blood from the sheer intensity. 

Everyone stood still in shock, including the top nine fighters on the Gem List. 

It was as if everyone had been stunned silent. 

Snap! 

Boom! 

Bang! 

A figure shot down from above and landed through the roof of the auction hall. 

The earth itself shook with the force of his landing. 

The crowd shook on their feet. 

After he landed, the first thing that Levi did was to pick up Forlevia. 

He started checking on her and only sighed in relief after making sure she wasn’t injured. 

Despite feeling relieved, he was trying hard to hold back the tears in his eyes. 

Levi’s subordinates arrived in quick pursuit. 

“Watch her!” 

Levi passed Forlevia over to them before turning to glare at Einar and the rest. 

my kid?” he thundered. 

more than frustrated at this point. He 

“He’s terrifying!” 

“Is that the CalaMaster?” 

managed to figure out who Levi was based on his aura 

to know who I am. All you need to know is that 

eyes turned red with murderous 

feel the overwhelming pressure from 

Gem List fighters 

that the CalaMaster was just some rookie whose capability 



he was right in front of them, they could tell he wasn’t 

us out-” 

arrived and had no 

have any way of knowing of the real plot behind 

auction and kidnapped 

he would kill 

here!” Levi immediately lifted 

Rank Seven fighters in front of him immediately started to block 

Boom! 

Levi’s punch 

punch from him was enough to send tremors to a 

as if he was punching 

fighters were immediately sent flying after spatting blood. Everything happened so fast that the others 

hadn’t 

immediately started 

ganging up against Levi at once and yet being crushed by him as if he was 

were already in tatters from people being punted 

everyone who participated today was at least a 

as if he was 
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Even though Levi had been nearly out of his mind with anger, he still went easy on his opponents. 

He had only heavily wounded them, but he hadn’t murdered them in cold blood. 

After all, he still had to ask about the true culprit behind Forlevia’s kidnapping. 

“Masters, you all have to defeat him! He’s practically unbeatable!” the crowd on the floor started to call 

out. 

Their hopes were all on these Gem List fighters’ shoulders now. 

Of course, they were under the impression that as strong as Levi was, he couldn’t beat the top nine 

fighters on the Gem List. 

Despite everything, he was still ranked at the very bottom. 



No matter how strong he was, the likes of Hadeon and Eidan would definitely defeat him. 

This was The Cardinal Hall’s official ranking and not just any random list! 

It was at least ninety-nine percent accurate. 

“I can kill him on my own!” Callan stood up. 

“I’m ranked in front of him after all. He won’t beat me no matter what!” 

“Don’t for-” 

Before Einar could finish his sentence, Callan had already rushed forward. 

“Dragon’s Rage!” 

Callan instantly attacked with his strongest move. 

auction hall got razed to the 

flooded 

and turning into a giant dragon 

he was in the top nine on the Gem 

Levi suddenly scoffed. 

he instantly 

landed with a heavy 

off and collapsed 

He’s a disciple of the Fiery Demon himself after all. He’s practically on the way 

have to attack all 

moment they saw what he could do. All warriors 

Lord of Thunder 

Aloysius, Lord of Fairlake! 

of 

ready to face 

Einar, the seven other fighters ran toward Levi at the 

“Grand Thunderstrike!” 

“Sword of Thunder!” 

“Blade of Death!” 

started working together and unleashed 



openings that Levi could have used to 

had to face 

at the same time. There was no way Levi could survive them, let alone block any 

kill all of you!” Levi bellowed in 

with the most powerful punch he had packed since 

punch to 

deafening Boom that blasted through everyone’s eardrums, Levi 

Chapter 1797 

After all, magic was different from martial arts. 

It could kill a man invisibly. 

Besides, Einar was the strongest out of all of them. 

Just one ranking could make a huge difference. 

That’s why Einar was the most reliable. 

He could practically feel the weight of everyone’s hope on his shoulders. 

However, he remained calm as he glanced at Levi. 

“If you leave now, I will let you go,” Einar said, deciding to give Levi a chance. 

The Raysonian samurais had been secretly observing everything this whole time. 

They were disguised so that no one could spot them. 

After all, they had to kill everyone later. 

“How terrifying!” 

“I thought Levi wouldn’t hold a candle to them, but look at what he’s done!” 

The samurais were all stunned at the sight of Levi’s powers. 

“That’s good! The stronger Levi is, the more our plan will be perfect and the more realistic it all will be!” 

the head of the organization said with a smirk. 

all over the island with the force of 

had 

bubbling around the edges as if a 

a master of magical techniques 

definitely heard of them in the ancient manuals 



techniques were truly 

was enough to kill off a 

going 

at 

a loud Boom, the island started to sink 

he muttered a spell under his breath and snapped 

and blocked 

in the crowd 

As expected of Einar! 

the only one who 

Boom, Levi struck 

spell and 

starting to shake and his cool expression was 

such a large-scale trick was incredibly 

just how long you 

and Einar turned 

punch landed, and Einar 

Boom! 

The fifth punch struck. 

out of Einar’s mouth and he was about to 

sixth Boom, Einar’s shield shattered 

flew off into the 

Chapter 1798 

2-3 minutes 

 

As everyone stared at the gloomy figure that had suddenly appeared, they felt a chill wrack through 

their bones. 

It was like they were all sheep waiting to be slaughtered. 

“Levi? I thought you left. What are you doing back here?” Einar couldn’t help but ask. 



“That’s not Levi!” Hadeon suddenly shouted. 

The crowd quickly sensed that this person’s aura wasn’t the same as Levi’s at all. 

“We have to run! Let’s go!” the crowd started yelling as they tried to escape. 

After the battle with Levi, however, all of them were heavily injured. 

They couldn’t run anywhere. 

“I think all of you are going to be staying here forever,” the person said as his eyes glinted evilly. 

He started killing everyone on the island indiscriminately. 

After just a few minutes, the island floor was littered with corpses. 

Not even those on the Gem List survived the attack, and the island sunk even deeper. 

It was about to be flooded very soon. 

After killing everyone, the killer took out a white handkerchief and habitually started cleaning off the 

blood on his hands before leaving. 

Just one minute after he left, The Cardinal Hall’s fighters finally arrived. 

The timing was perfect. 

had arrived, 

flooded and everyone 

“W-What happened?” 

was stunned silent by the scene in 

were too late 

faces were filled with regret and 

something bad had to have happened if Levi had rushed 

chasing after him the whole time, but they hadn’t been fast enough to 

themselves internally. Why 

only we stopped 

they couldn’t just sit around 

ranked eleventh on the 

person is 

and identified every 

they counted through them, the more terrifying the situation 



Gem List was lying dead on this 

more ancient forces from outside of Erudia who had been 

would heavily affect Erudia’s 

even worse situation than the 

joined had been Rank Seven 

dead, Erudia 

was going to be heavily 

of this sort 

here!” Zelda quickly 

The crowd rushed forward. 

Chapter 1799 

2-2 minutes 

 

Levi was being falsely accused. 

He was extremely dangerous at that moment, so much so that Erudia’s safety was being threatened. 

“If we don’t get rid of Levi, he’s going to be the greatest disaster to ever occur in Erudia!” 

Gerald glared at them as he said, “You shouldn’t have stopped me in the beginning then. You should 

have let me kill him.” 

“But are you sure that you can kill him?” everyone else asked. 

Gerald was full of confidence before this happened. 

However, he witnessed such a shocking scene earlier. 

Those in the Gem List of Erudia weren’t his match at all. 

Besides, countless Rank Seven fighters had died. 

How could I fight him? 

He’s just too powerful! 

To have people call him the demon meant that he’s extremely powerful. 

The event planned by Raysonia was perfect. 

They managed to collect so many treasures, ravage Erudia’s martial arts world, and even turn Levi into a 

big demon. 



a matter of great importance. It might cause great turmoil soon. We need to re-confirm it,” the 

reinforcement from The Cardinal Hall and 

“Understood!” 

evidence and sort out 

that the techniques used to kill the warriors are 

a great fight broke 

… 

their evidence, they 

great fighters on-site, ravaging Erudia’s 

can report 

going to happen once 

to become 

had also become 

was just too 

had also realized that something was going 

him, he could guess that someone had set 

he needed to get caught in it 

had planned all these just to target Levi’s 

to think about anything else, causing 

was able to save Forlevia, 

was set up or framed, 

back now?” 

now. The Cardinal Hall’s men have already 

breath before saying, “If I’m 

contacted the West Sky Lord, “West, check on the people in 

Chapter 1800 

2-3 minutes 

 

“Master, the person had obviously planned everything out. They’re trying to turn you into a big demon!” 



“The Cardinal Hall’s men always arrive right after you leave. They manage to grasp the timing perfectly.” 

“This would obviously lead to The Cardinal Hall and Eragon having to deal with you. They even caused a 

huge rift between you and the martial arts world, weakening the martial arts world in the process.” 

A few of his subordinates started to analyze their current situation, and Levi nodded along as he 

listened. 

They’re right. 

Wait, no! 

Something’s wrong! 

A question surfaced Levi’s mind right then. 

Being able to kill all the Rank Seven warriors on the island was not an easy feat, even if they were all 

injured. 

Moreover, to kill so many powerful warriors, and leave the place before The Cardinal Hall’s men arrived 

was not something that could be achieved easily. 

Besides, there were no trails left behind at all. 

This meant that it wasn’t a group of powerful fighters who had killed the warriors. Instead, it was just a 

few people, or maybe it was just one person who did it. 

top of that, The Cardinal Hall was the strongest martial arts institution in 

They weren’t fools. 

they tell that something’s 

deaths were all due to additional damage done to 

Can’t they tell? 

had used Levi’s technique to kill the 

who could use the 

out in a cold sweat at 

these two 

his moves were passed down to him by his 

no way my 

who could have done such 

else knows about 

the looks of it, the person 



pinpoint who 

should we do now, Master? It seems like you’ll be the public enemy of Erudia’s martial arts world soon. 

Many warriors would be coming for 

those from The Cardinal Hall. That way, 

them, and if conflicts were to happen, it’ll 

his temples and said coldly, “Let me think of a way for now. It’d 

Raysonians 

you for your hard 

 


